Basic notions and constructions
Let # be a commutative field and W be a vector space over Then the projective space = P(W) over W is the structure (X, C) with points (X) being 1-dimensional subspaces of W and lines (£) being 2-dimensional subspaces (cf [1] ). Let V be the set of planes in Let n be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on W. Then fj, determines a quadric is a projective space, canonically isomorphic to P(V/ p ). The set
Q = Q(n) = {(u)
is the tangent hyperplane of Q{p) in p. Then the structure A P (Q) obtained by removing from ^3 P elements contained in T P (Q) is an affine space (cf. [2] ). Its horizon, i.e. the projective space 1 P (Q), defined on directions, can be identified with the restriction of to elements contained in T P (Q). Note that every point x of Q(fi) \ T P (Q) can be identified with the line Ly(p,x) = p^x of joining p and x. Thus there is a natural one-to-one correspondence given by the map
7T : Q \ T p B x p^x
between points of Q \ T p and points of A P (Q). Moreover, we can consider a correlation given by the condition n(wi,w 2 ) = 0 for (wi), (n>2) € X. For I being a line of A P (Q), I is a plane in through p; we denote I = in T P (Q). Note that I can be considered as the direction of I.
The correlation ui^ defines a (restricted) correlation in T p , which enables us to define orthogonality of lines of A P (Q) as follows. Let ¿1J2 be lines of A P (Q), we define h -LQ,p h liu^lz. So in fact A P {Q) should be considered as a metric affine space,
we call it a derived space of a quadric in the point p.
Quite frequently the derived affine space is defined as a coimage of A P (Q) under 7r (cf. [3] ). Then lines of this space are obtained by deleting from the set of all generators and all conics on Q through p all the elements contained in [p]q = QC\T P , while [p]q can be defined as the union of all generators of Q passing through p. An explicit definition of the orthogonality on 7r~1(A p (Q)) formulated entirely in terms of the geometry on the quadric Q is much more complicated and will not be cited here.
Inversive closure and "sterographical co-projection"
The affine space A(V) over a vector space V = (V, +, 6y, •) over # is defined in a natural way. Then every nondegenerate bilinear symmetric form f on V determines the orthogonality of lines of A(V) (cf. [4] ). Let 9JI = (A(V), JL^) be a metric affine space defined as above. We will construct a quadric Q contained in a projective space so as QJi = M P (Q) for some point peQ.
Let W := # © V © W is a vector space over A subspace ([a, u, /?]) spanned by a vector [a,u,/3] of W will be denoted by (a,u,/3). In the projective space P(W) we consider a form fx given by the formula
We easily calculate (1 -£(u, u), 2u, -1 -£(u, «) 
Extending of automorphisms
We know that every automorphism of 9Jt is a superposition of a translation and a semilinear bijection of V. We will prove that every automorphism of 971 can be extended to an automorphism of quadric Q "closing" this space, constructed in the previous section. (u), <p(v)) -ca(£(u,   v) ). We are going to find = •ip o <p o First we find •4>~1((a,u, (3) 
^((a,u,(3)) = <t>(( a ,u,(3). m
The map <f> constructed above will be denoted by (p. Note that ip is linear iff ft is so. 
Consider the map <f > defined by
The map (j> is linear and <f>((a,u,0)) = ip^ ({a,u,(3) ) for {a,u,fi) G Q\T p . m
Gathering together 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain 
